
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

Getting involved from the ground up.
Providing lighting solutions for everything from small roll-outs to large-scale commercial 
construction is a core WB specialty. Getting in on the ground floor (literally) with your design, 
construction, procurement and facilities teams makes all the difference. Whether new construction 
or renovation, some of our clients’ greatest commercial, retail and residential successes can be 
directly attributed to WB’s early involvement.

A century of experience.
Fact is, we’ve been collaborating with owners – and developers/specifiers/contractors on behalf of 
owners – for over 100 years. We’ve seen every conceivable type of lighting and electrical challenge, 
and we’ve consistently been there with a solution. If your challenge isn’t typical or common, WB 
clients are accustomed to seeing innovative options – we pride ourselves on the ability to tackle 
unique problems from unexpected angles.

Design approach to value engineering.
To us, lighting is more than merely keeping products, 
structures and people out of the dark. It’s an aesthetic 
experience – lighting can make or break a clothing or 
automotive display, lighting can completely sway a first 
impression of your storefront or corporate foyer.

When requested, the WB value engineering approach is refreshingly simple. We work directly with 
your design team to develop a budget-conscience solution that fully maintains the integrity of your 
lighting design.

Your success is our success.
WB’s commitment to you is a smooth roll-out delivered on-time, on-budget, as specified. 
Reputations are at stake with each project. Your reputation…and ours.

To request a proposal, please call us at
1-800-243-0030  or visit wbLight.com.



From construction all the way to…construction.
Cradle-to-cradle. End-to-end. 360º life cycle. It goes by many names, but the bottom line is this 
– WB has the technology, systems and supply chain management process to deliver a holistic 
approach for all lighting and electrical solutions. We’re adding value at the pre-construction design 
phase, we’re providing support throughout the life of your facilities, and we’re there after disposal/
recycling to prepare for the next new construction.

Nobody offers more detailed quoting.
The devil is in the details – quotes are no exception. WB offers an incredibly precise quoting system 
that pinpoints specs and prices so there are NO surprises.

Estimating and Project Management
With WB on your project, you can expect the entire process to run as smoothly and professionally 
as possible – with no surprises along the way. Thanks to real-world experience with thousands of 
lighting and electrical projects, we have everything covered when it comes to project management:

• Review plans
• Conduct take-offs
• Deliver timely quotes
• Manage inventory, construction schedule, and required on-site dates
• Provide technical support to each jobsite
• Ensure accurate, timely billing
• Supply comprehensive O&M manuals, as required

National footprint – we are where you are.
WB is headquartered in New York and currently offers nine 
strategically-located branch offices, with distribution centers 
on both coasts. Our national subcontractor network of licensed 
electricians is never far away.

For more information, please call us at 1-800-243-0030  or visit wbLight.com.




